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Hey there, 
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I have been providing Aparchit Super Current Affairs on a daily, weekly and monthly 

basis. Additionally, I run GA-paid groups and channels on Telegram for three years. 

Over the past three years, you have consistently shown me a great deal of love, 

support, and respect. Your numerous messages urging me to join YouTube have been 

instrumental in boosting my confidence and inspiring me to take the plunge. "Your 

support and love mean the world to me. They provide me the strength and courage to 

overcome any challenge that comes my way. Knowing that you're always there for me 

is everything. Please continue to be my rock and support me through thick and thin." 

Ultimately, I want to express my sincere gratitude to all of you for giving me an 

abundance of love, support, and respect. Thank you so much, India. 
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Q.1. Consider the following statements with reference to the Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope: 

 1. It monitors millions of stars that haunt the outskirts of our solar system. 

 2. It is developed by the European Space Agency. 

 Which of the statements given above is/are correct? 

 A) 1 only B) 2 only 

 C) Both 1 and 2 D) Neither 1 nor 2 

  Answer : A   .   

✓ NASA's upcoming Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope, which is poised to embark on a groundbreaking 

mission of hunting for primordial black holes dating back billions of years to the Big Bang. 

✓ It will provide one of the deepest-ever views into the heart of our Milky Way galaxy. 

✓ Objectives: The mission will monitor hundreds of millions of stars in search of tell-tale flickers that betray 

the presence of planets, distant stars, small icy objects that haunt the outskirts of our solar system, and 

isolated black holes. 

NASA IN NEWS 2023-24 
➢ NASA confirmed the Dragonfly rotorcraft mission to Saturn’s moon Titan with a $3.35 billion 

budget, launching in July 2028. 

➢ NASA is now publicly distributing science-quality data from its newest Earth-observing PACE 

satellite. 

➢ NASA has been tasked with establishing Coordinated Lunar Time (LTC) as a unified standard for 

timekeeping on the Moon and other celestial bodies 

➢ American space agency NASA has discovered a “super-Earth” planet, dubbed TOI-715 b, that could 

potentially support life. It is located 137 light-years away and was found by NASA’s planet-hunting 

Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mission. 

➢ NASA Re-Establishes Contact With Ingenuity Helicopter On Mars After Outage   

➢ NASA has invited people to send their names to the surface of the Moon aboard the agency’s first 

robotic lunar rover VIPER – short for Volatiles Investigating Polar Exploration Rover. 
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➢ NASA is gearing up to enhance our understanding of Earth’s atmosphere with the upcoming 

Plankton, Aerosol, Cloud, Ocean Ecosystem (PACE) mission, scheduled for launch in early 2024. 

➢ NASA renames mission going to asteroid Apophis after returning rocks from Bennu.  

➢ About OSIRIS-APEX:  

➢ It is a mission to study the physical changes to asteroid Apophis that will result from its rare close 

encounter   

➢ with Earth in April 2029. 

➢ A NASA experiment on the Psyche spacecraft has beamed back a near-infrared laser that contains 

test data from almost 16 million kilometres away. 

➢ 16 Psyche:  

➢ It is currently orbiting the Sun between Mars and Jupiter. 

➢ NASA is set to launch the Atmospheric Waves Experiment (AWE) to study ‘airglow’ to understand 

space   

➢ weather. 

➢ NASA's James Webb Telescope recently discovered a new exoplanet named ‘Wasp-107b’, which is 

the size   

➢ of Jupiter. 

➢ NASA's Lucy spacecraft successfully completed its first flyby of an asteroid named Dinkinesh.  

➢ About Lucy Mission:  

➢ It is a first-of-its-kind mission of NASA that will explore Jupiter’s elusive Trojan asteroids. 

➢ National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) launched a sounding rocket as part of its 

INFUSE mission. 

➢ NASA's Subsurface Water Ice Mapping (SWIM) project released its fourth set of maps. 

➢ NISAR is a Low Earth Orbit (LEO) observatory jointly developed by NASA and ISRO. 

➢ National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)  

➢ Founded : 1958 

➢ Headquarters : Washington, D.C 

➢ Administrator : Bill Nelson 
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Q.2. ‘Exercise Tarkash, a joint counter terrorism exercise is held between India and: 

 A) Japan B) United States of America 

 C) United Kingdom D) Nepal 

  Answer : B    .   

✓ The India-U.S joint exercise in conducting coordinated operations in urban counter terrorism 

contingencies will conclude in Kolkata. 

✓ It is the seventh edition of the India-United States of America’s joint counter terrorism exercise. 

✓ It is held between the elite National Security Guard (NSG) and the U.S. Special Operations Forces (SOF) 

commenced on April 22, 2024. 

✓ The previous edition of the exercise was conducted at Chennai in January 2023. 

✓ This exercise encompassed intense training and mock drills in urban counter terrorism scenarios. 

Q.3. The Great Pyramid of Giza, recently seen in the news, is located in which one of the following 

countries? 

 A) Peru 

 B) Mexico 

 C) Egypt 

 D) Iraq 

  Answer : C   .   

✓ A recent discovery of a mysterious structure buried beneath the sands near the iconic Great Pyramid of 

Giza might likely change the way we perceive these ancient structures. 

✓ About Great Pyramid of Giza: 

✓ The Great Pyramid of Giza, also called Great Pyramid and Great Pyramid of Khufu, is an ancient 

Egyptian pyramid that is the largest of the three Pyramids of Giza. 

✓ Location: It is located on the Giza plateau, five miles to the west of the Nile River, near the city of Cairo, 

Egypt. 

✓ It was built by Khufu (Cheops), the second king of Egypt’s 4th dynasty (c. 2575–c. 2465 BCE). 

✓ Until the Eiffel Tower was completed in Paris, France, in 1889, the Great Pyramid was the tallest structure 

made by human hands in the world; a record it held for over 3,000 years. 
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Q.4. Sariska Tiger Reserve is located in which one of the following States? 

 A) Odisha B) Gujarat 

 C) Assam D) Rajasthan 

  Answer : D   .   

✓ Even 46 years after it was notified as a Tiger Reserve, Sariska, among the first 12 in the country, awaits 

rightful ownership of its land in the state’s revenue records. 

✓ About Sariska Tiger Reserve:  

✓ Location: It is located in the Alwar district of Rajasthan. 

✓ It is well nestled in the Aravali Hills, covering an area of 800 sq km. 

✓ It was once a hunting ground of the Maharaja of Alwar before being proclaimed a natural reserve in 1955 

and a national park in 1979. 

✓ It is the first reserve in the world to successfully relocate tigers. 

✓ Sariska is also famous for old temples, palaces, and lakes such as Pandu Pol, Bhangarh Fort, Ajabgarh, 

Pratapgarh, Siliserh Lake, and Jai Samand Lake 

 

TIGER RESERVE IN NEWS 2023-24 
➢ Pench Tiger Reserve of Maharashtra has become India's first and Asia's fifth tiger reserve with 'Dark 

Sky Park'. 

➢ Arunachal Pradesh approves constitution of Special Tiger Protection Force for three Tiger Reserves. 

➢ Bihar’s second tiger reserve to come up in Kaimur sanctuary 

➢ After the Valmiki Tiger Reserve (VTR) in West Champaran district, Bihar is set to get a second tiger 

reserve in Kaimur district (Kaimur Wildlife Sanctuary) by the end of the year. 

➢ Veerangana Durgavati Tiger Reserve becomes the 7th tiger reserve of Madhya Pradesh and 55th in 

India. 

➢ India got its 54th tiger reserve in Rajasthan's Karauli and Dholpur districts with the National Tiger 

Conservation Authority (NTCA) approving a proposal. 

➢ India’s Tiger Population Reaches 3,925 with 6.1% Annual Growth Rate, Holds 75% of Global Wild 

Tiger Population. 

➢ Project Tiger is a tiger conservation programme launched on April 1,1973. 
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Q.5. With reference to the Wholesale Price Index (WPI), consider the following statements: 

 1. It measures the changes in the prices of goods and services sold and traded in bulk by wholesale 

businesses to other businesses. 

 2. It is calculated and published by the Office of Economic Advisor in the Ministry of Commerce 

and Industry. 

 3. It is published quarterly and is used to measure the level of wholesale inflation in both goods and 

services. 

 How many of the above given statements are correct? 

 A) Only one B) Only two 

 C) All three D) None 

  Answer : B   .   

✓ Inflation in India’s wholesale prices rose to a 13-month high of 1.26% in April, owing to an uptick in food 

inflation and a 1.4% year-on-year rise in fuel and power prices after several months of deflation. 

✓ About Wholesale Price Index (WPI): 

✓ WPI measures the changes in the prices of goods sold and traded in bulk by wholesale businesses to other 

businesses. 

✓ It is calculated and published by the Office of Economic Advisor, Department of Industrial Policy and 

Promotion in the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. 

✓ CPI data is published monthly, with the index value representing an estimate of the price level for the 

month as a whole, rather than a specific date. 

✓ Difference between WPI and CPI inflation: 

✓ While the WPI keeps track of the wholesale price of goods, the CPI measures the average price that 

households pay for a basket of different goods and services. 

✓ WPI is restricted to only goods, while CPI is for both goods and services.  

✓ Even as the WPI is used as a key measure of inflation in some economies, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) 

no longer uses it for policy purposes, including setting repo rates. The RBI currently uses CPI, or retail 

inflation, as a key measure of inflation to set monetary and credit policy. 

✓ New series of WPI: With an aim to align the index with the base year of other important economic 

indicators such as GDP and IIP, the base year was updated to 2011-12 from 2004-05 for the new series of 

WPI, effective from April 2017. 
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✓ How do you calculate WPI? 

✓ It is calculated by taking a weighted average of the prices of a basket of goods, with each item’s weight 

determined by its share of total wholesale sales. 

✓ The basket of goods comprises three major groups: 

✓ Primary Articles (Weight 22.62%) 

✓ Fuel and Power (Weight 13.15%) 

✓ Manufactured Products (Weight 64.23%) 

✓ The prices of a total of 697 items are tracked under the 2011-12 series of the WPI, which includes 117 

primary items, 16 items of fuel and power, and 564 manufactured products. 

Q.6. With reference to Memory of the World programme, consider the following statements: 

 1. It is an initiative launched by UNESCO. 

 2. It aims to facilitate preservation of the world's documentary heritage. 

 3. Ramcharitmanas written by Tulasidas has been included under this programme. 

 How many of the above statements are correct? 

 A) Only one B) Only two 

 C) All three D) None 

  Answer : C   .   

✓ Recently, the Ramcharitmanas, Panchatantra and Sahṛdayāloka-Locana have been included in 

‘UNESCO's Memory of the World Asia-Pacific Regional Register’.  

✓ It is part of an international initiative launched by UNESCO in 1992 to safeguard the documentary 

heritage of humanity. 

✓ This programme aims to recognise significant documentary heritage in a similar fashion to the way 

UNESCO’s World Heritage Convention and World Heritage List recognises significant natural and 

cultural sites. 

✓ The Memory of the World Programme (MoW) aims to: 

✓ Facilitate preservation of the world's documentary heritage, particularly in areas affected by conflict 

and/or natural disaster. 

✓ Enable universal access to documentary heritage worldwide. 

✓ Enhance public awareness about the significant of documentary heritage among the wider public. 
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✓ Governance: The International Advisory Committee (IAC) is the main body responsible for advising 

UNESCO on the planning and implementation of this MoW Programme as a whole. 

✓ It comprises 14 members serving in a personal capacity, appointed by the Director-General of UNESCO, 

and chosen for their authority in the field of documentary heritage. 

✓ Governance: The International Advisory Committee (IAC) is the main body responsible for advising 

UNESCO on the planning and implementation of this MoW Programme as a whole. 

✓ It comprises 14 members serving in a personal capacity, appointed by the Director-General of UNESCO, 

and chosen for their authority in the field of documentary heritage. 

✓ Nomination for MoW: The call for nominations and  inscriptions on the Asia Pacific Register is  made 

every two years  unless unexpected circumstances make this impractical. Nominations will normally be 

called for in the even-number years (to alternate with the International Register). 

✓ India’s 3 items included in Mow are 

✓ Ramcharitmanas: It was written by Tulasidas in the 16th century in the Awadhi dialect, which is primarily 

spoken in the districts of Lucknow, Prayagraj, and Ayodhya. 

✓ Panchatantra: The Panchatantra of ancient India is a collection of fables originally written in Sanskrit. It 

has five distinct sections, each of which is focused on a specific principle and is believed to have been 

written by Vishnu Sharma. 

✓ Sahṛdayāloka-Locana: It is a Sanskrit commentary on the Dhvanyaloka. 

Q.7. Defence Secretary Giridhar Armane released a Rs 250 commemorative coin to celebrate the 250th 

foundation of which institution? 

 A) Garden Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers 

 B) Cochin Shipyard 

 C) Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders 

 D) Hindustan Shipyard Limited 

  Answer : C    .   

✓ Defence Secretary Giridhar Aramane released a commemorative Rs 250 coin on the occasion of the 250th 

anniversary of the foundation of Mazagaon Dock Limited (MDL). 

✓ The defence secretary was the chief guest of the function, which was organised by the MDL in New Delhi 

on 14 May 2024 to mark the 250th anniversary of the MDL. 
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✓ About MDL  

✓ The Mazagaon Dock Limited started its journey as a dry dock in 1774, constructed in Mazagaon, 

Mumbai. In 1934, the company was incorporated as a private limited company. It was nationalised and 

taken over by the government of India in 1960.  

✓ It is a premier naval shipyard under the Union Ministry of Defence. 

✓ It was accorded Mini-Ratna 1 status by the government of India in 2006. 

✓ The MDL has become the premier yard for building warships, submarines for the Indian Navy, and other 

vessels for the Coast Guard 

Q.8. To which country the government of India has announced humanitarian assistance worth one 

million dollars to deal with floods? 

 A) Nigeria  B) Zimbabwe  

 C) Kenya  D) Maldives 

  Answer : C    .   

✓ India grants $ 1 million humanitarian assistance to flood hit Kenya 

✓ The government of India has announced humanitarian assistance worth $ one million to the government 

of Kenya to deal with the devastation caused by the floods in the country. More than 267 people in the 

country have been killed by the devastating flood, which has displaced more than  3,80,00 people in the 

country 

✓ Republic of Kenya  

✓ The Republic of Kenya is a country in East Africa. It is famous for its scenic landscape and its wildlife. 

✓ It gained independence from England in 1963. 

✓ The United Nations Environment Programme headquarters is situated in Nairobi. 

✓ President : William Ruto  

✓ Capital: Nairobi 

✓ Currency: Kenyan Shilling 

Q.9. Which space organization announced plans to build the first railway station on the moon for 

efficient payload transportation? 

 A) NASA B) ISRO 

 C) JAXA D) ESA 
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  Answer : A    .   

✓ NASA announced FLOAT (Flexible Levitation on a Track), the first lunar railway system, aiming to 

transform cargo transfer on the Moon.  

✓ FLOAT, part of NASA’s Moon to Mars initiative, utilizes unpowered magnetic robots on a three-layer 

flexible film track.  

✓ These robots levitate above the track, reducing wear from moon dust and offering dependable 

transportation for sustainable lunar colonies.  

✓ The system integrates diamagnetic levitation, electromagnetic propulsion, and optional solar panels for 

power generation. 

Q.10. Where did the Indian Air Force airdrop-test indigenous mobile hospital 'Bhishma' Cube? 

 A) New Delhi B) Agra 

 C) Jaipur D) Patna 

  Answer : B    .   

✓ The Indian Air Force has tested the state-of-the-art indigenous mobile hospital 'BHISHM Cube' for airdrop 

in Agra.  

✓ Union Health Minister Mansukh Mandaviya said, this innovative technology is capable of providing quick 

and comprehensive medical assistance during emergencies anywhere.  

✓ It has been prepared to treat 200 injured people. 

Q.11. Who has appointed Davide Salvagnini as its first Chief AI Officer? 

 A) Tesla B) UN 

 C) NASA D) Google 

  Answer : C    .   

✓ US space agency NASA has appointed David Salvagnini as its first Chief AI Officer.  

✓ Earlier, David Salvagnini was NASA's chief data officer. 

Q.12. In a goodwill gesture, India has decided to extend vital budgetary support to which country’s 

government with the rollover of a USD 50 million Treasury Bill for another year? 

 A) Maldives  B) Thailand  

 C) Sri Lanka  D) Argentina 
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  Answer : A    .   

✓ India extends budgetary support of $50m to Maldives 

✓ In a goodwill gesture, India has decided to extend vital budgetary support to the Maldives government 

with the rollover of a USD 50 million Treasury Bill for another year on the Maldivian government’s 

special request. 

✓ The State Bank of India has subscribed for one more year to the USD 50 million Government Treasury 

Bill, issued by the Ministry of Finance of Maldives, upon maturity of the previous subscription. 

✓ These Government Treasury Bills are subscribed by SBI under government-to-government, a unique 

arrangement at zero cost (interest-free) to the Government of Maldives. 

Q.13. Who has been appointed as Chairman of Tata Electronics? 

 A) Subramanian Ramadorai B) T. V. Narendran 

 C) Pranav Chandrasekaran D) N. Chandrasekaran 

  Answer : D    .   

✓ The current chairman of Tata Sons, N. Chandrasekaran will also serve as the chairman of Tata 

Electronics. 

✓ Chandrasekaran will replace Banmali Agarwal in this role, pending regulatory approval. 

Q.14. Wipro has appointed whom as the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Asia Pacific, India, Middle 

East, and Africa (APMEA) strategic market unit (SMU)? 

 A) Kunal Shah B) Nithin Kamath 

 C) Vinay Firake D) Deepak Ravindran 

  Answer : C    .   

✓ Wipro appoints Vinay Firake as CEO for APMEA region 

✓ Wipro, a leading IT major, has appointed Vinay Firake as the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Asia 

Pacific, India, Middle East, and Africa (APMEA) strategic market unit (SMU) 

✓ Mr. Firake will report to Srini Pallia and will also join Wipro’s executive board. 

✓ He succeeds Anis Chenchah, who is stepping down to pursue opportunities outside the organisation, the 

company said in a statement. 
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Q.15. Which Indian company has announced the creation of a Global Artificial Intelligence (AI) Centre of 

Excellence in Paris, during the Choose France Summit? 

 A) Accenture B) Wipro 

 C) Infosys D) Tata Consultancy Services 

  Answer : D    .   

✓ Tata Consultancy Services announced the creation of a Global Artificial Intelligence (AI) Centre of 

Excellence in Paris, during the Choose France Summit. 

✓ The TCS AI Centre of Excellence in Paris will leverage TCS’ global ecosystem of startups, academia, and 

research organisations to bring the best of global capabilities to French companies. 

✓ The new AI centre will be based in the upcoming TCS PacePort in the La Défense area of Paris, which 

will be inaugurated in June 2024, becoming the seventh such facility in TCS’ global Pace network, 

following Amsterdam, London, New York, Pittsburgh, Toronto, and Tokyo 

TCS IN NEWS 2023-24 
➢ Tata Consultancy Services announced the creation of a Global Artificial Intelligence (AI) Centre of 

Excellence in Paris, during the Choose France Summit. 

➢ BSNL has placed an order worth ₹15,000 crore to tech firm Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) to 

further expand the 4G network in India. . 

➢ No TCS on LRS transactions upto Rs 7 lakh via international debit, credit cards from July 1, 2023. 

➢ When the scheme was introduced in the year 2004, that time this limit was of USD 25,000. 

➢ Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), a leading global IT services company, has expanded its 

partnership with Google Cloud and unveiled a new offering called TCS Generative AI. 

➢ K Krithivasan Appointed CEO Designate of Tata Consultancy Services (TCS). 

➢ Telefónica Germany Selects TCS as Transformation Partner to Build Future-Ready Operations 

Support. 

➢ Tata Consultancy Services and Infosys grew their brand value to retain their positions as the second 

and third most valuable IT services brands, according to the ‘IT Services 25’ list prepared by UK-

based consultancy Brand Finance for the year 2023. 

➢ Accenture retained the top slot for the fifth year straight, with a brand valued at $39.8 billion. 

➢ Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) has been named to FORTUNE® magazine’s list of the World’s 
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Q.16. Which cooperative society has recently signed an agreement with Marut Dronetech Private Ltd to 

launch Drone-as-a-Service operations in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana? 

 A) Indian Farmers Fertiliser Cooperative (IFFCO) 

 B) Amul 

 C) Anyonya Co-operative Bank Limited 

 D) Kerala Co-operative Milk Marketing Federation (KCMMF) 

  Answer : A    .   

✓ IFFCO partners with Marut Dronetech for Drone-as-a-Service (DAAS) in Andhra Pradesh and 

Telangana, aiming to boost rural entrepreneurship and youth engagement.  

✓ The collaboration targets to cover five lakh acres for agri input spraying.  

✓ Marut Dronetech will deploy drones to dispense IFFCO agri-products. DAAS facilitates affordable drone 

tech access for farmers through rural entrepreneurs, promoting accessibility. 

Q.17. Recently, the ‘ASHVA’ range of All-Terrain Vehicles with Military Potential was developed in 

which city? 

 A) Jaipur B) Indore 

 C) Bengaluru D) Varanasi 

  Answer : C    .   

Most Admired Companies. 

➢ Bharat Sanchar Nigam Ltd (BSNL) received a nod from Central Government to go ahead with Rs 

26,821 crore deal with Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) paving its way to launch 4G services in 

India. 

➢ Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) has partnered with a subsidiary of Financial Institutions, Inc. ‘Five 

Star Bank’ on its digital transformation journey.. 

➢ Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) 

➢ Founded : 1968 

➢ Headquarters : Mumbai, Maharashtra 

➢ Chairman : Natarajan Chandrasekaran 

➢ MD & CEO : Kriti Krithivasan 
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✓ The “ASHVA” range of All-Terrain Vehicles, developed by All Terrain Private Limited (A-THON) in 

Bengaluru, provides effective transportation for troops and supplies in challenging environments.  

✓ Tailored for military purposes, these vehicles address operational needs of the Indian Army and Air Force, 

reducing reliance on imports. Additionally, they hold promise for applications in the Indian agricultural 

sector, marking a strategic development in domestic manufacturing and defense capabilities 

.   

 

 

Q.1. Scheduled banks are included under which schedule of the RBI act 1934? 

 A) 1st schedule B) 2nd schedule 

 C) 3rd schedule D) 4th schedule 

  Answer : B   .     

Q.2. What is the minimum paid up capital of a bank, must have to be eligible for inclusion in the Reserve 

Bank of India at 1934’s Second Schedule to attain Scheduled Banks’ status? 

 A) Rs. 2 lakhs B) Rs. 4 lakhs 

 C) Rs. 5 lakhs D) Rs. 20 lakhs 

  Answer : C    . 

Q.3. RRBs are Indian government owned scheduled commercial banks that operate at the regional level 

in several states. What is the share of the central government in the regional rural banks? 

 A) 50 B) 35 

 C) 45 D) 15 

  Answer : A   .   

✓ Regional Rural Banks should have the share of 50%, 15% and 35% owned by the central government, state 

government and sponsoring bank respectively. 

Q.4. What is the authorized capital of regional rural banks? 

 A) ₹20 lakhs B) ₹50 lakhs 

 C) ₹ 1 crore D) ₹5 crores 

  Answer : D    .   

STATIC GK Based Current Affairs MCQs 15 May 2024 
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Q.5. Which bank is the sponsor Bank of India’s first regional rural bank Prathama Grama bank in Uttar 

Pradesh? 

 A) Indian bank B) Canara Bank 

 C) Punjab National Bank D) Syndicate Bank 

  Answer : D   .   

Q.6. Anyonya Co-operative Bank Limited (ACBL) is the first cooperative bank in India. Where was it 

located? 

 A) Uttar Pradesh B) Gujarat 

 C) Maharashtra D) Bihar 

  Answer : B   .   

✓ First co-operative bank in India is Anyonya Co-operative Bank Limited (ACBL), which is based in 

Vadodara (previously Baroda) in Gujarat 

Q.7. The local area bank scheme was introduced in August 1996. What is the minimum paid up capital 

required for setting up of local area banks? 

 A) Rs. 1 crore B) Rs. 2 crores 

 C) Rs. 5 crores D) Rs. 10 crores 

  Answer : C   . 

Q.8. What is the number of digits used to represent the universal account number? 

 A) 10 B) 20 

 C) 12 D) 16 

  Answer : C   .  

Q.9. Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT) is 8 to 11 _. 

 A) digital code 

 B) alphabetic code 

 C) alpha-numerical code 

 D) Roman code 

  Answer : B   . 
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Q.10. What is the full form of PPI? 

 A) Postpaid Payment Instrument B) Prepaid Payment Instrument 

 C) PostOffice Payment Inclusion D) none of the above 

  Answer : B   . 
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